
logical operators and 
else-if statements

Lecture 5

Step 0: TODAY – open http://localhost:3000/close -- if this errors 
that's OK / expected

Step 1: Open VSCode and its Integrated Terminal

Step 2: npm run pull

Step 3: npm run start

Step 4: Open another tab to pollev.com/comp110

http://localhost:3000/close


Warm-up Question #1: What is printed when 
this program runs?

import "introcs";

function main(): void {
let byte: number = double(double(2));
print(byte);

}

function double(x: number): number {
print("double");
return x * 2;

}

main();



Warm-up Answer #1: 8

import "introcs";

function main(): void {
let byte: number = double(double(2));
print(byte);

}

function double(x: number): number {
print("double");
return x * 2;

}

main();



Warm-up Question #2: What is the printed?

import "introcs";

function main(): void {
let a: string = "a";
if (1 === 1) {

let b: string = a;
}
print(b);

}

main();



Warm-up Answer #2: Error, b cannot be 
referenced outside of the block it is declared.

import "introcs";

function main(): void {
let a: string = "a";
if (1 === 1) {

let b: string = a;
}
print(b);

}

main();



Expressions
• When a program is running and the processor reaches an expression, it will 

evaluate down to a single value.

• Every expression has a type.

• We've seen operators that take two numbers and simplify to a single 
number:

1 + 1

• What about an expression that takes two numbers and evaluates to a 
boolean?



Inequality operators form boolean expressions 
because they evaluate to a single boolean value.

false

3 < 2When the computer reaches this 
boolean expression…

It will simplify the expression to this 
single boolean value…



These operators form boolean expressions 
because they evaluate to a single boolean value.

boolean

exprnumber < exprnumber



We can write functions that have parameters of 
one type and return values of another type, too!

Follow-along: int -> boolean Function

• Open up 00-thursday-plans-app.ts

• Let's add a conditional if-then-else statement to respond differently 
based on the user's age…



import "introcs";

function main(): void {
promptNumber("How old are you?", ageGate);

}

function ageGate(input: number): void {
print("It's THURSDAY!");
print("Tonight you should...");
print("Have Dinner");

if (canGoToBars(input)) {
print("Drink some water");

} else {
print("Walk back to hojo");

}

print("... and then work on COMP110 assignments.");
}

function canGoToBars(age: number): boolean {
return age >= 21;

}

main();



VSCode Trick: Comment out Many Lines at Once

• You can select multiple lines of code at a single time and comment 
them all out at once!

• Pressing Ctrl + / will toggle comments for the whole group of lines

• Great for trying a different idea out without losing your existing work

• UTAs will often do this in office hours to help build-up a section of 
code piece-by-piece



How do we form compound logical statements?

• IF UNC has a football game AND it is a home game, THEN I'll go watch.

• IF it is raining OR it is cold, THEN I'll grab my jacket.

• IF it is NOT a COMP110 assignment, THEN I will procrastinate.



The AND operator is &&

• The double ampersand && is a boolean operator

<boolean a> && <boolean b>

boolean value

• If both expressions connected by the && symbol 
are true, then the resulting boolean will be true. 
Otherwise it will be false.

true false

true true false

false false false

You read a truth table like a 
multiplication table. Start with a 
finger on one column label and 
one row label, per each side of the 
operator, and trace your way in.

AND truth table



The OR operator is ||

• The double vertical bar || is a boolean operator

<boolean a> || <boolean b>

boolean value

• If either expression connected by the || symbol 
is true, then the resulting boolean will be true. 
Otherwise it will be false.

true false

true true true

false true false

You read a truth table like a 
multiplication table. Start with a 
finger on one column label and 
one row label, per each side of the 
operator, and trace your way in.

OR truth table



The NOT operator is !

• The exclamation point is a unary boolean operator.

!<boolean a>

boolean value

• The expression following the NOT operator will 
evaluate to the opposite boolean value. True 
becomes false and false becomes true.

true false

not false true

NOT truth table



Logical Operator Reference

Expression Is

true && true true

true && false false

false && true false

false && false false

Expression Is

true || true true

true || false true

false || true true

false || false false

Expression Is

!true false

!false true

&& AND || OR ! NOT

It is worth committing these to memory. Every programming language 
(including Excel) shares the same notion of these logical operations.



Hands-on: 01-boolean-ops-app.ts

1. Open 01-boolean-ops-app.ts

2. Find the three TODO comments. Follow each instruction by filling in a 
boolean expression in the following print statement using the AND 
(&&), OR ||, and NOT ! operators.

3. Try changing variables a and b to test. If you test with:

a: true    b: false

You can expect to see as a result:
a AND b: false
a OR b: true
NOT a: false

4. Check-in on PollEv.com/comp110 once complete



let a: boolean = true;
let b: boolean = false;

print("a is " + a);
print("b is " + b);

print("a AND b is");
print(a && b);

print("a OR b is");
print(a || b);

print("NOT a is");
print(!a);



The function as a Black Box

• Once a function is correctly implemented, we 
can think of it as a "black box"

• We do not need to know or see what happens 
inside of the black box... 
that's magic

• All we need to know is:
1. What inputs does it need?
2. What does it return back to us?

function

Input Requirement 
(parameter)

Return Type



The function as a Black Box

• Once a function is correctly implemented, we 
can think of it as a "black box"
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The function
as a Black Box

function

Function 
Call

Arguments (inputs)

Return Value

Input Requirement 
(parameter)

Return Type



• We know when we CALL random we must provide 
two number arguments as inputs:

random(1, 6)

• When that call completes, it evaluates to whatever 
number the function returns.

• Big idea: once we have a working function, we do not
need to worry ourselves with the magic of its 
implementation. random

floor:
number

Return Type: number

ceiling:
number

• Given a function "signature":

function random(floor: number, ceiling: number): number { 

/* ... magic ... */ 

}



Hands-on: Magic 8-Ball

• Open: 02-magic-8-ball-app.ts

• For now, let's focus on TODO #1 –

• Rather than initialize the value of the answer variable to 1, initialize it to the result of 
calling the random function. The random function has the following signature:

function random(floor: number, ceiling: number): number

• You should use 1 as the floor argument and 6 as the ceiling argument. This will 
evaluate to a random number between 1 and 6.

• Check-in when your magic 8 ball is responding differently to different questions.



Pattern: Nesting if-then in an else Pattern

• It is commonly useful to nest 
additional if-then-else 
statements inside of 
subsequent else-blocks

• Why? It allows us to choose 
one next step from many 
possible options.
• "If this then do X, otherwise if 

that do Y, otherwise do Z."

if (answer === 0) {
return "Very doubtful";

} else {
if (answer === 1) {
return Don't count on it";

} else {
return "Not a chance.";

}
}



This is so common and useful, we tend to use 
simpler syntax for it…

1. First we remove the curly braces surrounding the if-then that is 
nested inside of the else-block.

if (answer === 0) {
return Very doubtful";

} else {
if (answer === 1) {
return "Don't count on it";

} else {
return "Not a chance.";

}
}

if (answer === 0) {
return "Very doubtful";

} else
if (answer === 1) {
return "Don't count on it";

} else {
return "Not a chance.";

}



This is so common and useful, we tend to use 
simpler syntax for it…

2. Then we clean up the spacing. Notice how much cleaner this looks.

if (answer === 0) {
return "Very doubtful";

} else if (answer === 1) {
return "Don't count on it";

} else {
return "Not a chance.";

}

if (answer === 0) {
return "Very doubtful";

} else
if (answer === 1) {
return "Don't count on it";

} else {
return "Not a chance.";

}



The else-if syntax pattern.

These two statements are 100% the same semantically and 
only differ in style.

if (answer === 0) {
return "Very doubtful";

} else if (answer === 1) {
return "Don't count on it";

} else {
return "Not a chance.";

}

if (answer === 0) {
return "Very doubtful";

} else {
if (answer === 1) {
return "Don't count on it";

} else {
return "Not a chance.";

}
}



Hands-on Magic 8 Ball #0: else-if

• Open the file Magic8Ball_0.java

• Read through the file to understand the program

• There are a number of if-then statements nested in else blocks
• Convert these to use else-if pattern one-by-one

• Check-in on PollEv.com/comp110 when complete

• Finished? Try running Sakai.java and SakaiUpgrade.java
• What's different between these two?



if (testA()) {
print("X");

}

if (testB()) {
print("Y");

}

if (testC()) {
print("Z");

}

print("End");

Many, independent if-then-else statements

• When two or more if-then-else 
statements are not nested, they 
are independent statements of 
one another.

• Each boolean test expression 
will be evaluated.

• Notice in the diagram that there 
is a path through every block
X, Y, Z.

A

X

End

B

Y

C

Z



if (testA()) {

print("X");

} else if(testB()) {

print("Y");

} else if(testC()) {

print("Z");

}

print("End");

Tracing through else-if statements

• The previous slide does not apply to 
else-if statements because…
• An else-if is a nested if-then
• It is nested in the else-block

• Each boolean test expression will 
be evaluated until one evaluates to 
true. The rest are then skipped.

• Notice in the diagram that there is a 
path through only one outcome X, Y, 
Z.

• Useful when there are many 
possible next steps but you only 
want to choose one.

A

X

End

B

Y

C

Z


